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O'Reilly Media, Inc, USA. Poster. Book Condition: new. BRAND
NEW, Head First Design Patterns Poster, Elisabeth Freeman, Eric
Freeman, You know you don't want to reinvent the wheel (or
worse, a flat tire), so you look to Design Patterns - the lessons
learned by those who've faced the same problems. With Design
Patterns, you get to take advantage of the best practices and
experience of others, so that you can spend your time
on.something else. Something more challenging. Something
more complex. Something more fun. "Head First Design
Patterns Poster" is a companion to "Head First Design Patterns".
It summarizes visually, 16 of the most common design patterns
including Adapter, Command, Composite Decorator, Observer,
Proxy, State, Singleton, Strategy, and more. Each pattern
includes a handy page reference to both "Head First Design
Patterns" and the "Gang of Four" text, the canonical description
of the pattern, and a visual guide designed (and inspired by the
examples in "Head First Design Patterns") to jog your memory
of the objects, classes and their relationships. In addition, the
poster includes the "best of" the "Head First Guide to Better
Living with Patterns," including how to read a patterns catalog,
the power of a shared vocabulary...
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An extremely wonderful book with lucid and perfect information. It is one of the most awesome publication i have
read. Your life period will probably be enhance the instant you total looking at this pdf.
-- Pr of . Da n Windler  MD-- Pr of . Da n Windler  MD

It is really an amazing publication i actually have at any time read. It is really simplistic but unexpected situations
inside the 50 percent of your pdf. Its been written in an exceptionally simple way in fact it is just right a er i finished
reading this ebook where actually transformed me, alter the way i really believe.
-- Dr . Celestino Spinka  III--  Dr . Celestino Spinka  III
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